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Molecular Dynamics in Confining Space: From the Single Molecule to the Liquid State
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The transition from the dynamics of isolated molecules to that of a bulk liquid is observed for
the first time by analyzing the dielectric relaxations1022 109 Hzd of ethylene glycol (EG) guest
molecules confined to zeolitic host systems of different topology. Beyond a threshold channel size
the liquid character is lost, indicated by a dramatically increased relaxation rate and an Arrhenius-like
temperature dependence. Computer simulations of the molecular arrangement in a confining space
prove that an ensemble as small as six molecules is sufficient to exhibit the dynamics of a bulk liquid.
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The nature of glassy liquids is still not well understoo
and is the focus of worldwide scientific discussion [1–6
Central questions are the length scale on which the m
lecular fluctuations of a liquid take place, and under wh
conditions the transition from a single molecule beha
ior to that of a liquid occurs [7–17]. Guest molecule
[e.g., ethylene glycol (EG) HO-CH2-CH2-OH] being con-
fined to zeolitic host systems offer a unique possibility o
studying this: While in sodalite—because of steric re
sons—only one molecule of EG is present per zeolit
cage, other zeolites (e.g., silicalite and zeolite beta) po
sess inner channel structures in which guest molecules
interact with each other. In measuring the dynamics of t
(dielectrically active) guest molecules in (dielectrically in
active) host systems over a frequency range from1022 to
109 Hz, broadband dielectric spectroscopy proves to be
ideal experimental tool for these studies [14–19].

Silica sodalite is a clathrasil compound built from
identical, so-calledb cages, with a free inner diameter o
0.6 nm. Ethylene glycol is one of the structure-directin
agents which controls the formation of silica sodalit
[20,21]. The EG molecules become occluded durin
synthesis and cannot escape from the cages (unless
are thermally decomposed) [21]. Besides silica sodali
silicalite-I and zeolite beta were used as zeolitic ho
systems with three-dimensional pore systems. Silical
consists of pure silica and has two different types
elliptical channels with cross sections of0.56 nm 3

0.53 nm and0.55 nm 3 0.51 nm [22]. In zeolite beta,
an aluminosilicate with a Si:Al ratio of 40, the channels i
[100] and [010] directions have a diameter of0.76 nm 3

0.64 nm, whereas the channels in the [001] directio
have smaller poress0.55 nm 3 0.55 nmd [23]. Silicalite
and zeolite beta are filled with guest molecules aft
synthesis and calcination. These nanoporous hosts
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heated to330 ±C with a temperature increase of20 ±Cyh
and evacuated at1025 mbar for 36 h to remove water and
other volatile impurities. Afterwards they are filled wit
EG from the vapor phase in a closed vacuum cham
at 175 ±C. The samples are cooled to room temperatu
and remain in the vacuum chamber for 24 h before
dielectric measurements are carried out.

The dielectric measurements were performed using t
different systems based on different measurement p
ciples: Between1022 and 107 Hz, frequency response
analysis is carried out (Solatron–Schlumberger freque
response analyzer FRA 1260 with a Novocontrol a
tive sample cell BDC–S). From106 to 1.8 3 109 Hz
a Hewlett-Packard impedance analyzer (HP 4291A)
employed. The sample temperatures are controlled
means of a nitrogen gas jet having a stability better th
60.05 K. Details of the setup may be found in Ref. [24
For the analysis of the dielectric measurements the ima
nary part e00 of the dielectric function is fitted using a
superposition of a conductivity contribution and a ge
eralized relaxation function according to Havriliak an
Negami [25],
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In this notation,e0 is the vacuum permittivity,s0 is the
dc conductivity, andDe is the dielectric strength.a and
g describe the symmetric and asymmetric broadening
the relaxation time distribution function. From the fit
according to Eq. (1), the mean relaxation rate 1ytmax can
be deduced which is given at the frequency of maximu
dielectric losse00 for a certain temperature. It is show
(Fig. 1) that the relaxation rates for EG in zeolite be
and silicalite are separated by several orders of magnit
and that the relaxation strength of EG in sodalite
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Dielectric losse00 of ethylene glycol (EG) at 160 K confined in sodalite (diamonds), in silicalite (circles), and in ze
beta (triangles). The experimental errors are smaller than the size of the symbols. The solid lines are fits based on a sup
of a conductivity contribution (dotted line) and a generalized relaxation process according to Havriliak and Negami [2
deviation in the high frequency wing as for EG in zeolite beta has been observed for bulk liquids as well [19]. The model
the corresponding zeolitic frameworks, their dimensions, and the confined molecules.
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comparably weak. The latter is caused by EG molecu
which are immobilized due to the interaction with the ho
matrix.

Figure 2 shows the logarithmic mean relaxation ra
as a function of the inverse temperature for EG as bu
liquid and confined in zeolites. Ethylene glycol in zeolit
beta (triangles) has a mean relaxation rate like the bu
liquid (squares) following the characteristic temperatu
dependence according to Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann [2
28] (VFT dependence):

1
t

 A exp

√
DT0

T 2 T0

!
, (2)

whereA is a prefactor,D is the fragility parameter, and
T0 is the Vogel temperature. In contrast, the isolate
molecules in sodalite show a single molecule relaxati
with an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence whi
is, for T ø 155 K, about 6 orders of magnitude faste
compared to the bulk liquid. The activation energy of th
relaxation is26 6 1 kJymol and corresponds to the value
for bulk EG at high frequencies and high temperatur
s29 6 2 kJymold [29]. The relaxation of EG in silicalite
shows an intermediate behavior. Its activation ener
s35 6 2 kJymold lies between those of EG confined to
sodalite and the apparent activation energy (tangent
the VFT temperature dependence) of the bulk liqui
The temperature dependence is Arrhenius-like; hence
resembles the single molecule relaxation of EG in sodali
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For a further analysis of the transition from a sing
molecule relaxation to the liquidlike behavior, it is esse
tial to know more about the arrangement and interact
of the guest molecules in zeolite beta and silicalite.
sodalite the guest molecules are apart from each othe
0.89 nm; hence, interactions are negligible).

To that end, computer simulations were performed (
a Silicon Graphics workstation using the molecular sim
lation program Cerius2) modeling a finite zeolite crysta
of four unit cells surrounded by vacuum. By “filling” the
pores with EG a completely loaded nanoporous host/gu
system can be simulated. The resulting mass percen
of guest molecules is 23% for zeolite beta and 16
for silicalite, which corresponds well to the experimen
data obtained by weighing:22.8 6 3% for EG in zeolite
beta and18.2 6 2% for silicalite. In conclusion, the
simulations describe the host/guest system satisfactor

The simulations were carried out using three diffe
ent force fields: theDreiding force field, which is an
all-purpose force field [30], theBurchart-universalforce
field, which is suitable for the treatment of organ
molecules in zeolites [31,32], and theconsistent force field
cff 91, which has been applied successfully to study gu
molecules in sodalite cages [33]. The three force fie
provide the same results within statistical uncertain
In sodalite [Fig. 3(a)], each cage is occupied by exac
onemolecule. In silicalite [Fig. 3(b)], the molecules ar
aligned almost single file along the channels. Figure
shows that, in zeolite beta, two EG molecules are loca
2339
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FIG. 2. Activation plot (relaxation rate versus inverse tem
perature) for ethylene glycol (EG) as a bulk liquid (square
and confined in sodalite (diamonds), in silicalite (circles), an
in zeolite beta (triangles). The errors are smaller than the s
of the symbols. The solid line represents a VFT fit accordi
to Eq. (2) for EG confined in zeolite beta. Fit parameters a
prefactorA  6.8 3 1013 Hz, fragility parameterD  214.8,
and Vogel temperatureT0  107.8 K.

side by side in those channels with an elliptical cross s
tion of 0.76 nm 3 0.64 nm. The second type of channel
(diameter 0.55 nm) is occupied only by a minoritys,3%d
of the molecules.

The simulation of the molecules in the bulk liquid
and in confining space permits a determination of stru
tural parameters of the molecular arrangement (Table
No significant differences between the bulk and the r
stricting geometry are found concerning the distance b
tween molecules, the average length of hydrogen bon
and the density. However, for the number of neighbo
ing molecules (coordination number), a pronounced d
ference is found (Fig. 4): Within a radius ofr  0.66 nm
a coordination number of11 6 1 is found for the bulk liq-
uid, which corresponds to the maximum value in the ca
of the random close packing model [34]. Ethylene gl
col in zeolite beta has only five neighboring molecule
hence, one has to conclude that an ensemble as sma
six molecules is sufficient to perform liquidlike dynam
ics. Further reduction in the channel size (as in the ca
2340
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FIG. 3. Results of computer simulations on the arrangem
of ethylene glycol molecules confined in zeolites. For bet
visibility the framework of the zeolites is omitted. (a) sodalit
(b) silicalite, and (c) zeolite beta. The orientation has be
chosen for (b) and (c) so that one of the channels runs al
the horizontal direction of the paper plane. In adjacent chann
perpendicular to the paper plane, the molecules appear
stacked on top of each other.

of silicalite) decreases the average number of neighbor
molecules by about 1. This results in a sharp transit
from liquidlike dynamics to that of single molecules.

TABLE 1. Distance between molecules, average length
hydrogen bonds (O-H · · · O bonds with a length up to 0.3 nm)
and density as calculated from the molecular simulations
ethylene glycol confined to zeolite beta and silicalite and f
the bulk liquid. For a simulation of the bulk liquid a limited
volumes6.64 nm3d was filled with EG molecules until the bulk
density of1.113 gycm3 was reached. In contrast, the densitie
of EG confined in zeolites are results of the simulation. T
error is mainly caused by the uncertainty in calculating t
accessible volume of the zeolitic channels.

Distance between Average length
molecules of H-bonds Density

(nm) (nm) sgycm3d
Bulk liquid 0.42 6 0.01 0.23 6 0.02 1.113
Zeolite beta 0.41 6 0.01 0.25 6 0.02 1.0 6 0.1
Silicalite 0.42 6 0.01 0.24 6 0.02 1.0 6 0.1
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FIG. 4. Average number of neighboring molecules as
function of the radius of a surrounding sphere as calculat
from the simulation for EG bulk liquid (squares), EG confine
in zeolite beta (triangles), and confined in silicalite (circles).
no error bars are indicated, the error is smaller than the size
the symbols.

The transition in the dynamics of an isolated molecu
to that of a liquid state has been measured by broa
band dielectric spectroscopys1022 109 Hzd and analyzed
based on computer simulations. While EG in sodali
(one isolated molecule per cage) shows a single molecu
relaxation, one finds for EG in zeolite beta a temperatu
dependence of the mean relaxation rate which is char
teristic for the bulk liquid state. Computer simulation
show that an ensemble as small as six molecules is
ready sufficient to perform liquidlike dynamics.
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